Bowler has explored the roles of nationalism and professionalism in these pre-Confederation societies,^ while Zaslow has ex amined the history of governmental institutionalization of science.
Lastly, a few articles have been published on the Toronto Magnetic Observatory, laying out its chronology, or averting to its place in the colonial system of magnetic observatories. This article examines the interactions of scientists at the Observatory with their American counterparts. My purpose is to suggest how the attitudes of these people toward nationality and the requirements of their peculiar science shaped the institutional development of the Observatory. This story is of particular interest because the Observatory began as an Imperial institution, and its managers were forced from 1853 on to redefine its role as a Provincial one. Moreover, because its duties were oriented to pure science as opposed to practical science while the Observatory was Imperial, the transition to Provincial control posed a dilemma. The nascent Provincial government was confronted with funding an esoteric research project, and the Observatory managers had to consider the utility of appearing to be useful.
It is the contention of this article that attitudes of the scientists at the Magnetic Observatory toward America, England, Canada and the scientists of those places directly affected the Observatory's institutional shape. There are three perspectives in which Toronto of the 1840s and 50s can be viewed that reflect different sides of these rela tionships. First, Toronto was a small town on the edge of the wilderness, with access to a vast territory, but it was a barely civilized place. Overall, first impressions were complimentary. They were also lasting impressions, as Lefroy recalled in the 1880s that Bache had a 'charm of manner . . . which won all who knew him. ' However, Lefroy was not merely speaking kindly of a friend, as he also had this to say about Americans generally:
... there is a great charm in the frank simplicity of cultivated American society. It is less conventional than our own, conversation is more cultivated. Hospitality, if limited in form by their very different domestic arrangements, is more genial perhaps. I always got on extremely well with my American friends.
2^
'Cultivated' American society had welcomed the English soldier-scientist warmly, and Lefroy approved.
These favourable evaluations of the American scientists were reinforced by continuing dissatisfaction with the state of science in Toronto. From the foundation of the Observatory it had been intended that the university in Toronto would some day assume its management.
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Throughout the 1840s Lefroy despaired of the ability of the Kings' College faculty to do this. As late as 1850 he lamented:
As for the University I have no hope of its doing anything on an efficient scale without assistance, but it will no doubt be very happy to accept of as many instruments as the Government will bestow, and for form's sake undertake some kind of observation.
3
Reform at the university in the early 1850s gave Lefroy hope on this score, as several new professors were hired.
The reformation of the Canadian Institute also seemed to point to brighter days for science in Toronto. But as Lefroy noted to his friend Bache, both the Institute and its Journal were experiments:
...their services to the cause of science are, I fear, to be limited to the humble office of paving the way for something of a higher order . . . .
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Lefroy, as Vice-President of the Institute, was one of the few research scientists among its organizers. Knowing that his days in Canada were limited, he did everything he could to build the institutional basis of support for science generally and for the Observatory in particular.
The Institute was potentially an effective way of mobilizing political opinion in favour of Provincial support of the Observatory, since as Bowler notes, the reorganization of the Institute in 1851 and 1852 was dominated largely by political individuals.
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Yet Lefroy suffered no illusion about the level of scientific attainment of the reformed Institute:
The state of physical science in this country is so low that it would be impossible to produce, or gain support for, any thing less popular and miscellaneous in its nature, at present.
**
With the Canadian Institute such a provincial and amateur body, it is no surprise that Lefroy looked mainly to the Americans for professional identity.
Lefroy was the first director of the Toronto Observatory to join the American Association for the Advancement of Science at the Albany meeting in 1852. J.B. Cherriman and G.T. Kingston, the first two directors during Provincial control after 1853, also joined: Cherriman at Providence, Rhode Island, in 1855 and Kingston -along with 132 other Canadians -at Montreal in 1857. Lefroy began cooperating with the AAAS auroral studies and petitioned them for help in gaining continuance for the Toronto Observatory in 1850. Cherriman considered the AAAS an appropriate forum for a report on progress at the Observatory in 1856. With no comparable scientific society in Canada, the scientists at the Observatory reinforced their growing sense of professional status with membership and participation in the AAAS.
2^
It was noted by DeVecchi that in the last quarter of the 19th century Canadian scientists, at least at the highest levels, seemed to prefer close association with the British, rather than the American, Association for the Advancement of Science. He also argued that there was a degree of anti-American sentiment among these scientists at that period.
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For the 1840s and 50s, however, the situation seems to have been otherwise. The AAAS and Lefroy in particular worked closely together. If any anti-American feeling extended to the American scientists and the AAAS, it remained well hidden. Indeed, scientists in Canada during the 1840s and 50s identified easily with the level of American society represented by the American geomagneticists.
Strong ties were built between Toronto Observatory and the American scientific community in the 1840s and 5 0s. America was relatively better developed, it had a genteel class and scientific activity was better organized and more extensive there than in Canada. For scientists such as Lefroy who had no special tie to the colony, it is not surprising that they sought professional ties in America. 
TRANSFORMATION TO A LOCAL INSTITUTION
As Bowler points out, the first learned societies in Canada were 'local organizations' satisfying the demarids of local intellectuals.
We have come to expect this of scientific societies in this period, but we have not so fully admitted that this could be true of other forms of scientific institutions such as observatories. The Toronto Magnetic Observatory had its national and inter national supporters, certainly, but strong support also came from Toronto. It was, like the Insane Asylum or the Orphanage, a local institution, much like a public charity. And it was one in which Torontonians could feel a more unqualified pride. Toronto was at this time vying with Kingston, Montreal and Quebec City for cultural status, and for this the Observatory could have great social utility.
Until 1850 the interest or ability of locals to manage the Observatory was not a concern because Sabine was able to secure funding from British sources. However, opposi tion to further funding of the Observatory was increasing at home. The Astronomer Royal, G.B. Airy, thought the time had come to stop gathering data and to begin its analysis. In fact, he wanted to 'wind up his own magnetical labours... 1 and he did not feel he could do so while the Toronto Observatory still enjoyed British financial aid.
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Airy 1 s opposition, combined with the Imperial government's stringent fiscal policies, put the pressure on the Canadians to assume responsibility.
Because Canada was emerging slowly from the economic de pression of the late 1840s, the Provincial Government was in embarassed circumstances. Some politicians were calling for fiscal restraint and the leadership, though sympathetic to the plight of the Observatory, could not accept the expense.51 The outcome was that the British government agreed to maintain the Observatory only until 1853 when the Province would have no choice but to take over. Lefroy used these last three years to convince the local people and the Provincial government that the Observatory was indeed in their interest. As he said in 1850, the Observatory needed to be 'nursed 1 into a permanent condi tion, or 'fall to the ground.' The process of transference of the Observatory to Provincial administration offers a fine example of an institution which, having -temporarily -lost its relevance to science, took on a local social utility previously absent. Once the building and instruments were saved and the ar rangements made to keep on some of the observers, the sense of urgency was gone. The Provincial government casually deferred consideration of the details of how the Observatory would now be managed. Immediately, once the transfer was effected, the Observa tory ceased to be a government concern and became a matter for local Toronto authorities to resolve. Presidents of the Canadian Institute referred to the scien tific accomplishments of the Observatory repeatedly and talked of 'pardonable pride' that it was the only one of the colonial observatories still in operation. In 1858, President (and Chief Justice) Draper stated:
...it is not too much to say that the name of a Canadian city, which will be sought for in vain on maps twenty years old, had now become, by means of its Observatory, familiar in the mouths of European savans as a "household word".
7^
Draper's bravado was tempered by the lingering image of a backwoods community and he explained that the fastgrowing Toronto of 1858 was past mere material advance ment. The sciences, the arts and philosophy were all gaining more attention and the Observatory proved this.71 As if to embody this union of science with the other elements of intellectual culture, another president, Daniel Wilson of University College, enthused:
There is something grand and ennobling in reflecting on the patient labors of the Magnetic, as of the Astronomical observer.... those little-heeded labors of our magnetic observers unite us as fellow-workers with the noble phalanx of intellectual toilers, whose far-reaching thoughts and speculation wander through unilluminated vistas of the coming centuries, and search for revelations of truths which the angels desire to look into....
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In the minds of these prominent Toronto figures, the Observatory was a potent illustration of cultural matur ity. It is not surprising that the Director no longer applied to Britons or Americans for help. He no longer needed it. Toronto was a city with aspirations and accomplishments of its own. The Observatory symbolized this.
